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Mirror Image's album is strictly for the clubs. If you like hip hop,dance or deep house you will love this

CD.The New York Hip Hop DJ's love "Guy Like U". It's a nod your head, bump it real loud in your car,

club banger for sure. 5 MP3 Songs URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban, ELECTRONIC: Dance Details:

Mirror Image consists of Suzie and Jesse. They are 17 year old twins, from Bronx, New York. They

consider the Dominican Republic to be their second home. Being a mirror image of each other is where

the similarity ends. They have distinct voices and personalties. Jesse is the quiet and Suzie will beat you

up if you mess with her. They are very protective of each other. As singers Mirror Image has an

identifiable sound that is music to our ears. Their distinct voices combine to create a matchless sound

that is unique to today's radio. There harmonies are so tight it is obvious that they've been singing

together for a very long time. They seamlessly move from one note to the next as if they are reading each

others mind. They are able to produce those harmonies not only in the recording studio but also during

their live performances. As performers, Mirror Image own the stage. They are fierce and fearless. They

have the ability to hold the attention of any audience. From the moment they step on stage it is obvious

that you are experiencing something special. Already there is a need for security during their

performances; because the young men in the audience have a hard time controlling themselves once

Mirror Image take the stage. Mirror Image have performed at various functions including political events,

street fairs, and numerous showcases in and around New York. Suzie and Jessie were featured guests

on channel 67 (Latin Television) and various local cable programs. Suzie and Jesse also had lead roles in

their school's rendition of Grease; where they were able to display their acting and vocal abilities. As a

result of there stellar performances, Mirror Image have been invited to perform for Mayor Bloomberg and

Governor Pataki. They have been invited by their school to perform at the senior's graduation ceremony
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and they were invited to sing the National Anthem at Madison Square Garden for the New York Knicks. It

was their energy and incredible talent (singing and dancing) that brought them to the attention of

DwightLayne Entertainment. They where immediately placed in the studio to begin the recording process.

Mirror Image have developed from studio newcomers to veterans in a short time period. Not only talented

vocalists, they are now writing their own songs. Mirror Image's goal is very simple. They want to take over

the world of music. Given enough time, these superstars in the making will surely succeed.
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